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Gerry Daly

‘That way,’ said the rabbit. ‘Towards those stone huts.’

‘Did you see which way she went?’ asked the puffins.‘Where are you, puffling?’ the puffins called.

‘I saw a puffling,’ said a rabbit nearby. 
‘She helped me dig a burrow.

‘I hurt my paw, you see, so she dug the burrow for me. 
What an excellent digger that puffling is.’
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Deep, deep down,  
there were the whales ... 

The gannet whispered to the dolphin, 
and the dolphin raced through the water.
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A puffling has gone in search of adventure – now her puffin parents can’t find her anywhere!

They talk to the seal and the gannet and the rabbit; they walk to the huts and the cliffs and the cove. They 
hear lots of stories of the puffling helping others, but they just cannot find their fluffy, black chick.

Finally, they spot her – on a boat out at sea!

The puffling is too small to fly home, so the animals of the island work together and  
come up with something very clever …

32pp full colour hardback

World rights, all languages / Rights sold: US/CAN, Chinese (simplified)

‘a delightful picture book … combines a heartwarming story with a timely message to look after our wildlife … 
beautifully illustrated and sure to become a favourite with young readers’ Irish Daily Mail

‘a delightful animal adventure and heart-warming debut picture book’ Primary Times

Erika McGann grew up in Drogheda, County Louth, and now lives in Dublin. She is the author of  
a number of children’s books, including the winner of the Waverton Good Read Children’s Prize 2014,  

The Demon Notebook, the first in her magical series about Grace and her four friends.  
She is also the author of the popular ‘Cass and the Bubble Street Gang’ series.

Born in Dublin, Gerry Daly grew up in County Wicklow and went on to study fine art.  
He worked as a graphic designer for several years and later found work in developing websites.  

He loves very old, silent movies and mint chocolate, the coast, lots of wind, big mountains, birds and trees.



Tatyana Feeney

Eva wakes up to find that it’s raining – again!  
She is thrilled because she can’t wait to use her new umbrella, 

but after breakfast the rain is too soft for an umbrella.  
The rain is lovely but it’s just not perfect umbrella rain!

Eva spends the day searching and hoping for the perfect umbrella rain 
that’s not too windy, too thundery or too drizzly.  

Finally, she finds it in a sun shower. Then a rainbow shines, 
making it the most perfect rain of all.

Embrace the joys of a sun shower with Eva  
in this delightful picture book! 

 

32pp full colour hardback / World rights, all languages

‘the illustrations are outstanding… Like Oliver Jeffers, 
Feeney manages to get across myriad expressions in the 
simple quirk of an eyebrow or tilt of a head...a picture book 
to savour and already one of my favourites of the year’  
Irish Independent

‘This book is an absolute joy! Wondrous and fun,  
you’re going to love it!’ Fallen Star Stories

 
Featured in the Biennial of Illustrations Bratislava

TATYANA FEENEY is an American illustrator living in Trim, Co Meath. She 
illustrated several titles in the O’Brien Panda and Sos series, and subsequently 
published a number of picture books with Oxford University Press: Little 
Owls’ Orange Scarf, for which she won the 2014 
Rotherham Children’s Book Award, Small Bunny’s 
Blue Blanket, and Small Elephant’s Bathtime. 

She has also been nominated for the UKLA Book 
Award, The Waterstones Childrens’ Book Prize and 
the Kate Greenaway Medal.

‘Feeney’s blend of block printing and line drawing creates a lovely layered 
texture to the illustrations, while the simple journey-structure also offers an 
environmental tale of origins’ Irish Times

‘warm, witty...Mr Wolf is a hugely appealing character...a charming picture book’ 
Book for Keeps

When the thunder stopped Eva rushed outside with her umbrella…  but the rain was so soft that she didn’t need her umbrella at all. 

Instead, she found a nice, deep puddle, just right for splashing. 

Maybe if she jumped hard enough a fish...or a dolphin... or even a mermaid 
would come out!
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Are you Animal Crackers?

Alan Nolan lives and works in Bray, County Wicklow. An award-winning illustrator, designer and  
comic book maker, he is the author and illustrator of lots and lots of children’s books including  

the ‘Murder Can Be Fatal’ and Sam Hannigan series. Dogs are his favourite animals.

Sarah Webb’s ‘Ask Amy Green’ series has been shortlisted for the Queen of Teen Awards in the UK,  
the CBI and the Irish Book Awards. She edited the acclaimed collection A Sailor Went to Sea, Sea, Sea, 

illustrated by Steve McCarthy, which won an Irish Book Award and was chosen for  
the White Raven collection. Her favourite animals are dolphins. 

Did you know a blue whale’s heart is the size of a small car?

Or that a bee hummingbird is so tiny it can perch on the top of a pencil?

Can you tell the difference between a leopard and a jaguar?

Cartoons, facts, quizzes, doodles and more in this must-have book! 

160pp, b&w illustrations / 7+ 

Publication February 2020 

World rights, all languages

Do you love lemurs? 

Are you mad about 
manatees? 

Nuts about narwhals? 

This is the book for you.

Join Alan and Sarah for a 
wild adventure featuring 

hundreds of fascinating and 
astounding animal facts.



Shooting for the Stars

Did you know that our sun is a star, just like all the stars we see at 
night? Or that, in space, the astronauts have to use special ropes to hold 
themselves down while running on the treadmill?

In 2017 Dr. Norah Patten was one 
of twelve participants from around 
the world selected to take part in a 
unique scientist-astronaut training 
programme in Florida. She is now 
on course to become Ireland’s first 
astronaut!

Follow Norah as she brings you 
on a journey high above the earth 
and into space, with wonderful, 
child-friendly illustrations by Jennifer Farley. Learn about space travel, 
astronaut training and life without gravity. Discover answers to those 

all-important questions such as how long does it 
take to become an astronaut and where exactly do 
astronauts go to the toilet?! 
 
A fun and engaging book about space and becoming 
an astronaut and following your dreams - no matter 
how big! 

48pp full colour  / 7+  
Publication October 2019 
World rights, all languages

JOURNEY TO THE STARS 1918 SHOOTING FOR THE STARS

Astronauts usually wear 
a Maximum Absorbency 
Garment (MAG), which is 
an adult nappy, under their 
spacesuit in case they need 
to go to the toilet on their 
journey to the ISS. Not very 
glamorous after all!

The ISS is travelling really, really, really fast (28,000 kilometres per hour), which means it 
orbits Earth every ninety minutes. Because the astronauts inside are circling the Earth, they 
get to see sixteen sunrises and sixteen sunsets every day! The ISS orbits at about 400km 
above the Earth and sometimes you can see it at night – it looks like a bright, shining star 
moving across the sky. 

Once the rocket blasts off from Earth and reaches orbit, it takes at least another six hours to 
reach the International Space Station. The rocket has to chase the ISS, reaching the same 
distance above the Earth and the same speed so that it can dock (attach). Docking is very 
challenging, and it takes years to learn how to do it. Once the rocket docks with the ISS, 
the astronauts open the hatch and float into their new home, where they will live for the 
next few months. 

JOURNEY TO THE ISS

THE GREAT BEYOND 98 SHOOTING FOR THE STARS

Our Sun is a star, just like all the 
stars we see at night. Stars are 
bright balls of gas, held together 
by their own gravity. Our sun is so 
huge that more than one million 
Earths would fit inside it! 

WHAT IS SPACE?
I used to ask this question a lot when I was growing up. Well, 
right now we are on a planet called Earth – and Earth is 
actually in space! Our solar system is made up of our Sun, 
eight planets including Earth, and other objects that orbit the 
Sun like rocks, asteroids and comets.

The first satellite, Sputnik, went 
into space in 1957. It was the 
size of a beach ball, and it sent a 
‘beep, beep, beep’ radio signal 
back to Earth for twenty-one days, 
until the batteries ran out!

There are many ways to study space without sending humans up 
there. Telescopes are used to look at distant stars and systems, to help us 
understand how and when they were formed. Probes, rovers and satellites 
are built here on Earth and launched into space in a rocket, sometimes 
travelling a long, long way to study the other planets in our solar system. 

JOURNEY TO THE STARS 15

14 SHOOTING FOR THE STARS

I experienced neutral buoyancy when I did my scuba 

diving training. Scuba diving is when you have a tank of 

air on your back to allow you to breathe underwater. 

Scuba diving is really important for all aspiring 

astronauts because, if you think about it, it’s a really 

good simulation of being in space. 

Astronauts spend many years training and preparing before they launch into space. They need to 

be physically fit and healthy for a start. 

Next, they train in different locations, like caves and forests, to learn survival skills and how 

to be part of a team. Then, they practise all the different parts of the mission to make sure they 

are ready once they get to space. They work with engineers, scientists and other astronauts to 

complete simulations (pretend space missions) and training exercises. 

PREPARING FOR SPACE 

Did you know that astronauts prepare for spacewalks in the largest indoor 

swimming pool in the world? Operated by NASA, it is called the Neutral 

Buoyancy Laboratory (NBL) and it is in Houston, Texas. Astronauts spend 

hours underwater in their spacesuits, practising the tasks that need to be 

done on a spacewalk. This is a simulation (practice run) of a spacewalk!

In the NBL, a combination of weights and floatation devices are used 

to make the astronaut ‘hover’ under water – neither sinking nor floating 

upwards – which is similar to being in zero gravity in space. The NBL is 

62m long, 31m wide and 12m deep, and it contains 23.5 million litres 

of water – that is really large!



Inspirational Women of Invention

From windscreen wipers to the life raft; coffee filters to emergency flares; Apollo Mission software to 
Monopoly: women have discovered, invented and designed some of the most important things we all take for 
granted, but many of their names are unknown. Meet incredible inventors from around the world, and learn 
how inventions happen. This beautifully illustrated book is a guide to fifty remarkable, practical, skillful and 
amazing inventions by women who have made their mark on history.

With a step-by-step guide to inspire and encourage readers to come up with their own inventions, Bright 
Sparks is an empowering book that celebrates the minds of women that resulted in some of the most striking 
discoveries, inventions and designs in history.

48pp full colour hardback / 7+  
World rights, all languages / Rights sold: Czech

UN Sustainable Development Goals Reading List

‘this impressive hardback covers everything from the invention of the retractable dog lead to the coding 
structure of DNA’ Sunday Business Post 
 
‘as well as filling the many gaps in our appreciation and awareness of women inventors and 
designers, tips and encouragement are offered to would-be inventors ‘ Irish Examiner  

Owen O’Doherty is an architect who lives in Dublin with his family, including two 
inventive kids. He has over twenty years’ experience working on all sorts of projects from 
small buildings to urban regenerations and has also taught urban design and architecture 
in Dublin and London. Bright Sparks is his first book and was written in response to a 
question from his seven-year-old daughter. 

A sprouting 
shoot of barley

Satellite

The satellite’s orbit: a path 
circling around the Earth 
always at the same distance 
from the surface A hard wearing 

stone for buildings

A material called Coade stone 
became well known in the late 
1700s and 1800s for its durability. 
It was used for making statues 
and decorations on buildings. 
Eleanor Coade, a businesswoman 
and sculptor, invented a secret 
formula for her own type of 
artificial stone in the 1770s. At her 
factory workshop in London she 

produced material that became 
famous for being weather-
resistant. This ensured that the 
detail of statues and decorations 
wouldn’t wear away. But Coade 
didn’t just invent her material, she 
developed applications for it: she 
employed craftspeople to create 
designs that could be made from 
Coade stone. Coade stone can be 
seen on many historic buildings, 
including Buckingham Palace.

The statues and decorations 
on many historic buildings 
are made from Coade stone;  
this lion is at Mote Park, 
Roscommon

There are young new scientists and inventors at work 
all the time. In 2013 three secondary school students, 
Ciara Judge, Emer Hickey and Sophie Healy-Thow, 
discovered a way to speed up germination. They were 
curious about the way a kind of bacteria that lives 
on the roots of vegetables (called rhizobium) might 
affect germination. They experimented, measuring 
the germination of 11,000 seeds (that’s a LOT of seeds). 
They recorded all their results so that they could study 
which combinations of seeds and bacteria gave the 
best growth. 

They discovered that the bacteria could make wheat, 
barley and oat seeds germinate twice as quickly. They 
also found that using this method produced 74% more 
barley from the same amount of seed. Their discovery 
means that much more food can be produced in a 
shorter time. This could help reduce global hunger and 
also means less chemical fertilisers are used. 

Satellites are small, unmanned 
spaceships that move around 
the Earth, which is called 
‘orbiting’. The moon is a natural 
satellite. By using satellites we 
can communicate with people 
on the other side of the world 
with phones, TV or the internet. 
Satellites must be kept on a 
precise path to keep them in orbit 
– otherwise they could crash back 
down to Earth. 

The rockets that 
keep satellites 
in their orbits 
around the earth

It used to be to difficult to steer 
satellites and keep them on their 
orbital paths. This was done by 
controlling a number of small 
rockets that fired in different 
directions around the satellite, 
pushing it this way or the other. 
In 1967 engineer Yvonne Brill 
invented a smaller and lighter 
type of orbital rocket, called a 
hydrazine thruster, which created 
a much simpler way of controlling 
satellites from the ground. 
Instead of using a number of 
rockets, her system had a single 
thruster that fired in different 
directions. 

Brill’s innovative invention was 
first used in 1983. It became the 
standard way that satellites are 
steered in space today, earning 
Brill accolades as a pioneer in 
space technology.

18. Orbital 
rocket
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EXPLORING AND 
OBSERVING

Ways of 
discovering

IDENTIFYING

The women in this book who 
made discoveries worked in 
different ways. But there are some 
scientific techniques that were 
common to all of them. These are 
great ways to explore topics that 
you are interested in yourself. 

Crowfoot Hodgkin 
(no. 45) used her X-ray 

crystallography technology 
to explore and observe 

molecules in a way that wasn’t 
possible before. This helped 
her discover the structure 

of Vitamin B12. 

With pattern seeking, 
scientists examine many 

things or events over time 
to find connections. They use 

the inforrmation to make models 
of how they think things work. 
Improvements in the power of 
computers makes it possible to 
examine data to find patterns. 

Tharp (no. 2) discovered 
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge by 

finding patterns in surveys of 
the ocean floor from mapping 

expeditions. Her discovery 
proved that the model of 

continental drift was 
correct. 

Exploring involves 
examining things closely 
to understand how they 

work. Using microscopes to see 
tiny organisms is an example of 
exploration. Examining things 

over time to understand 
how they change is also 

important. 

Identifying 
and classifying is 

important to understand 
how the world works. When 
scientists examine new  or 

materials, they work out how 
they might relate to other 

things that are already 
known. 

Scientists often start their 
research with a hypothesis 

about how something works. 
They test the hypothesis through 

experiments. The results are 
measured and recorded and the 
process is repeated, adding new 

information. 

A scientific model is 
a description, diagram 

or image used to try and 
understand how something 
works when it is difficult to 

see directly. Models continue 
to change when new 

information is discovered.

Often discoveries are made  
by chance. Scientists are 

prepared for the unknown. They 
are ready to change their ideas to 

match unexpected results and 
new facts.  

Bell Burnell (no. 23)
discovered pulsars by 

accident while researching 
other data. At first her team had 
no idea what caused the strange 

energy pulses and even considered 
them alien signals. Later she 
figured out that the signals 

came from pulsars. 

TESTING

Meitner’s (no. 12)
discovery of nuclear 
fission provided a 

model for explaining how 
uranium nuclei break 

down into smaller 
elements. 

Judge, Hickey and 
Healy-Thow (no. 16) 

discovered how rhizobium 
bacteria speeds up seed 

growth by experimenting to 
measure the germination 

of 11,000 seeds. 

Delap’s studies 
of the Compass and 

Lion’s Mane jellyfish helped 
scientists understand these 

species by working out 
how they related to each 

other and to other sea 
creatures.

FINDING 
PATTERNS

BY ACCIDENT!

SCIENTIFIC 
MODELS
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GERARD SIGGINS

Five kids - all determined to become the world’s greatest sports stars!

Joe knows he has no chance of catching the mysterious scout’s eye –  
he loves football, but he’s by far the worst player in his club.  
Despite this, he’s whisked away to a remote island and teamed up  
with four other kids: Kim, Craig, Ajit and Jess.

Kim has been at the best – and most mysterious! – sports academy in 
the world for a few months now. She and the rest of her class  
were selected because they all shared a determination  
and willingness to improve. Now the gang are on their way to Japan 
for the rugby World Cup – but they’re going to need some more 
teammates. The best place to find them is another  
cutting-edge sports school like theirs.  
But is there another in the world?  
And can they form a team in time?

256 / 272 pp / Publication September 2019 / 9yrs+  
World rights, all languages

‘will appeal to all those sports fans, who dream of 
making it big’ Sunday Independent

‘short chapters and a fast-paced plot make this a good 
choice for more reluctant readers’ Irish Independent

‘a highly original and intriguing action adventure story... 
the sporting detail is fascinating’ lovereading4kids

‘There is adventure, espionage, intrigue and some amazing 
innovation...a story that is really hard to put down.’  
Fallen Star Stories 

GERARD SIGGINS was born in Dublin in 1962. Initially a sports journalist, he worked for many years in 
the Sunday Tribune, where he became assistant editor. He has written several books about cricket and rugby, 
including his Rugby Spirit series which is hugely popular with sports-loving children around the world. 



Stirring Tales from History

In 1845, British Royal Navy Commander, Sir John Franklin, with his second-in-
command Francis Crozier Banbridge, led an expedition of 128 men aboard two 
ships – HMS Erebus and HMS Terror – to the Antarctic in search of the fabled 
Northwest Passage. Not one man would survive, and Franklin’s wife, Lady Jane, is 
prepared to risk everything to find out what happened to the expedition. 

In Derry, in 1849, four-year-old Weesy Coppin dies. Soon after, her ghost starts to 
appear regularly to her siblings, including nine-year-old Ann. The ghost child names 
places in the Arctic region, and even dictates a map that includes an area as yet 
undiscovered. Can she tell them what happened to the ill-fated expedition?

304pp / Publication March 2019 / 9yrs+ / World rights, all languages

Dublin-born Nicola Pierce is  an acclaimed and popular historical novelist for children, with books including 
Spirit of the Titanic, City of Fate (set in Stalingrad) and Kings of the Boyne. 

A compelling alternate history novel. Since the Fall of Britain, resistance to the Nazis 
has mostly been on the Russian Front. Now though the Americans, Canadians and 
Free British Forces are planning an invasion from their stronghold in Iceland – with 
Ireland as a likely stepping stone.
 

With Roisin’s mother a prisoner in Cork’s notorious Spike Island Concentration 
Camp, and her father shipped abroad for forced labour, Roisin wants to fight back.   
But who can you trust in an Ireland ruthlessly policed by the brutal Gestapo? Her 
friend Kevin is sympathetic, but has a politician father who carries out German 
orders.  Her other friend Mary is anti-Nazi, but has secrets of her own to conceal.

288pp / Publication September 2019 / 9yrs+ / World rights, all languages

Brian Gallagher is the best-selling author of nine children’s historical novels 
including Spies, Secrets and Shadows, and Pawns. 
 

In the spring of 1919, teams of pilots and navigators gather on the North American 
island of Newfoundland, attempting what many believe to be impossible – to fly 
non-stop across the Atlantic Ocean. Equipped with machines made mostly from 
wood, fabric and wire, they intend to fly the 1,800 miles to Ireland, in the face of the 
merciless North Atlantic weather. 

John Alcock and Arthur Whitten Brown, two British war veterans, are considered 
rank outsiders. Maggie McRory is a sixteen-year-old girl who sees the gathering of 
all these aircraft and their crews as a chance to escape her narrow existence. This 
absurdly dangerous contest is going to change the world . . .

240pp / Publication June 2019 / 9yrs+ / World rights, all languages

Oisin McGann is the award-winning author and illustrator of nearly forty books, including The Wildenstern 
Saga and Small-Minded Giants for young adults, and the Mad Grandad series for younger readers. This is his 
first historical novel. 



JUDI CURTIN

When Lily is a young teenager, the time comes for her and her friends to leave school and find work; some are 
emigrating to America, some going to work in shops. Lily is going into service in the Big House – Lissadell.

Lily’s employers, the Gore-Booth family, are kind, but life as a young housemaid can be hard:  
Lily works long days, she has to learn to get along with the staff, particularly her roommate,  

the sullen and uncommunicative Nellie, and she misses her home and family.

But when Maeve, daughter of Constance Markievicz and niece of the Gore-Booths,  
comes to visit and decides to paint a portrait of Lily an unusual friendship begins  

between the two girls from such different worlds.

A warm and engaging story about friendship, life in the early 20th century  
and how the political world affects everyone. 

 

288pp / 9+ / Publication September 2019 / Publication World rights, all languages

‘Curtin’s most consummate children’s novel to date and surely worthy of a sequel or two’ Evening Echo

Judi Curtin is the best-selling author of the ‘Alice and Megan’ series, the ‘Eva’ series 
and the ‘Time After Time’ series, which included the Irish Book Award-winning Stand 
by Me. One of Ireland’s most popular children’s writers, her books have been translated 
into a dozen territories and languages. 

Praise for Judi Curtin:

‘Judi Curtin writes sensitive, hugely engaging novels about contemporary girls and the 
things that matter most to them’ Books for Keeps

‘Curtin, often compared to Jacqueline Wilson, has won legions of young fans with her 
pacy and emotionally engaging stories’ Belfast Telegraph



Two centuries. Two children. One house.

Beth didn’t want to move to Dublin – she misses her old life and her friends back in London. New home and 
new school is hard enough, but to make matters worse someone keeps messing up her room …  

At first, Beth blames her annoying brother, Cormac, but when she discovers a boy called Robbie, from the 
1950’s, is slipping through time and into her room, then things start to get REALLY weird!

The two create havoc together, learn about each other’s worlds and manage to help each other  
when they’re down. But the 1950s and the present day sometimes seem very far apart …  

Can their friendship stand the test of time?

A mischief-maker from the 1950’s, a shy girl from today - and a time-slip adventure like no other

304pp / 9+ time-slip adventure  

Publication September 2019

World rights available / Rights sold: Romanian

 
Megan Wynne is a writer and creative writing teacher. In 2007 she founded 
a creative writing school in Dublin with the aim of inspiring and building 
confidence in children. Every year she publishes a collection of her students’ 
stories in aid of charity. 

She lives in North County Dublin with her husband and dog, Beau. The House 
on Hawthorn Road is her first novel.

MEGAN WYNNE



HELEN CORCORAN

Debut LGBT+ feminist fantasy for Spring 2020

Lia is the newly-crowned idealistic queen surrounded by treachery.   
Xania is her chosen spymaster, who took the job to avenge her murdered father. 

Both will have to decide what they’re willing to sacrifice for each other.  

Lia’s uncle has left her a bankrupt kingdom considered easy pickings by its neighbours. She’s sworn to be a 
better ruler, but if she wants to push through reforms, she needs to beat the Court at its own games. For years, 
Xania’s been determined to uncover her father’s murderer.  She finally gets a chance when Lia gives her a 
choice: become her new spymaster, or take a one-way trip to the executioner’s axe. It’s an easy decision. 

When they fall for each other, their love complicates Lia’s responsibilities and Xania’s plans for vengeance.  As 
they’re drawn together amid royal suitors and new diplomats, they uncover treason that could end Lia’s reign 
and ruin their weakened country. They must decide not only what to sacrifice for duty, but also for each other. 
When Lia disappears unexpectedly, Xania abandons all caution…

320pp / Publication April 2020 / World rights available

Helen Corcoran was born and raised in Cork. She spent over a decade as a 
children’s bookseller, and completed an MPhil in Popular Literature at Trinity 
College. At the tender age of eight, she announced to her mother that she 
would become a writer. Queen of Coin and Whispers will fulfill that ambition. 



CHARLIE PIKE

Compellingly original science fiction from debut YA author

We have heard your call

You no longer need to fear.

You will receive five messages, of which this is the first.

The last message will inform you of the time  
and place of your salvation.

Two hundred years from now, the earth is dying, scorched by 
powerful flares from the sun. A series of messages from an alien 
civilization sent to humanity over two centuries promise rescue 
to those strong enough to survive on their planet. 

Initiate Leon is a member of the True Path warrior culture 
and preparing for his Rising. But when his test comes - to kill 
in cold blood  - he cannot do it. To redeem himself, he must 
journey to find the earth’s fifth and final message from the 
Saviours, with the help of his resourceful servant, Martha.

Out in the wild, Leon discovers alarming changes in his body 
- he can drink water through his skin, and has poison barbs 
buried deep in his flesh. Martha reveals to him the secret that 
the True Path have kept from him all this time: Jacob’s Ladder, 

an adaptation for life on the alien planet,  
has lain dormant in his genes and is now being activated. He is part alien and part human,  
and he is in grave danger from those who wish to take what is in his body. 

An ambitious YA novel for fans of Patrick Ness, Rick Yancey and James Dashner. 

320pp / World rights available / Rights sold: Russian

‘Fast, original and action-packed’ Peadar Ó Guilín

‘an epic fantasy landscape, incredibly well written...edgy and intriguing...an immersive dystopian adventure’  
Mr Ripleys Enchanted Books

‘The action zips along, introducing us to several unexpected elements, including 
a delightfully creepy quasi-zombie worm infestation. A notable debut from a 
writer we are sure to hear more from’ Irish Times

A graduate of Trinity College, Charlie Pike started his writing career when 
he lived in Turkey, teaching English to adults and children. When he returned 
to Ireland he worked as an advertising copywriter and freelance journalist. 
In 2003 he formed his own web company, Usable Design. He met his wife, 
Birgit, in Turkey and they now live in County Wicklow with their two 
children. 



FICTION

Frank McGuinness

‘Frank McGuinness has many voices, they come from the  
dark recesses of the heart; savage, beautiful, insistent and  
desiring. These stories fought their way out on to the page.’  
Anne Enright

A son tries to mourn the death of the father who abandoned 
him. A family rages against the murder of their gay son in 
war-torn Raqqa. Brilliance turns to madness in the fickle and 
unforgiving world of theatre. And in the titular story, the world 
of an operatic tenor violently collides with that of a homeless 
couple on the streets of New York.

In the first collection of stories by Frank McGuinness, this 
award-winning master storyteller writes above all about 
freedom: freedom to love, freedom from hate, freedom to 
speak, freedom to silence. In hypnotic, spellbinding prose, Frank 
McGuinness hears the voices and sees the visions of his own 
troubled times. Authentic, shocking, and always and ever bearing 
the unique ring of truth, Paprika is a collection to cherish.

224pp / hardback / World rights, all languages

‘McGuinness knows, loves and sees this wide world and paints it with great compassion, sharp wit and always, 
the beautiful, beautiful sentences.’ Amy Bloom

‘Frank McGuinness stalks through the pages like a feral cat with a scabrous wit, casually upending our notions 
of society in all of its manifestations...poring over the guts of humanity with a delicacy of words that will delight, 
enthral and terrify.’ Liz Nugent

Frank McGuinness is a world-renowned playwright, his first great stage hit was 
the highly acclaimed and award-winning Observe the Sons of Ulster Marching Towards 
the Somme. His other plays include The Hanging Gardens 
(his dramatization of James Joyce’s The Dead), The Factory 
Girls, Someone Who’ll Watch Over Me, and 
The Match Box. McGuinness is a skilled 
adapter of plays by writers such as Ibsen, 
Sophocles, Chekhov and Brecht, and has 
written several film scripts, including that 
for ‘Dancing at Lughnasa’, and a number 
of poetry anthologies. 

His debut novel, Arimathea, was published by The O’Brien Press in 
2013, followed by The Woodcutter and his Family in 2017. 



FICTION

‘A moving work that builds to an elegiac climax and is a welcome voice to the 
pantheon of Irish writing’ Edna O’Brien

‘chilling, beautifully written...fans of psychological thrillers with a ghostly 
undercurrent will be richly rewarded’  
Publishers Weekly starred review

‘a finely written and moving debut…Madden is a natural storyteller… memorable 
and poignant’ Sunday Times Culture

‘the sort of book that gets under your skin and stays with you long after you have 
finished reading it…a haunting and beautifully written first novel’  
Irish Independent

‘a valuable piece of writing that deserves a wide readership’  
Irish Independent

‘a stirring and deeoly researched story...I look forward to the next novel from this 
muscular writer’ Books Ireland

‘passionate…combines love, suspense and an uneasy sense of adventure… a stirring 
first novel to be read more than once’ Sunday Independent

‘a sweeping and engrossing tale of love, betrayal and death…masterful’  
Sunday Times Culture

‘Mary Morrissy has a genius for lifting characters out of the dim backgrounds of 
history and brilliantly illuminating them...a moving drama’ John Banville

‘compelling and beautiful, no mere tale of historical restoration but a story full of 
strange resonances for our own time’ Joseph O’Connor



CRIME
Sam Millar

A new fast-paced thriller from the master of noir

When three friends decide to rob a bank on a rainy Halloween 
evening in Belfast City centre, heavily armed and disguised as wolves, 
their careful planning goes awry. While fleeing empty-handed, one of 
them knocks a bank customer unconscious and takes their briefcase - 
which the friends soon learn contains half a million pounds. 

That briefcase belongs to the paramilitary group who launder 
their money in the bank, and now they will do anything to get the 
money bqack - including sending legendary hitman, Jack Porter, to 
mercilessly hunt them down. 

Before the three friends have time to celebrate, one of them meets a 
grisly ending, his naked body found outside a derelict church in the 
north of the city, with hundreds of tiny holes piercing his skin. The 
other two go on the run, but what can they do with not one, but two 
killers breathing down their neck, looking for blood and the money?

320pp / World rights, all languages / Rights sold: French

‘Millar on top form...A complex crime noir story balanced with Millar’s legendary dark humor and fast-paced 
plotting...another winner from the King of Irish noir.’ Jon Land, New York Times best-selling author of Betrayal: 
Whitey Bulger and the FBI Agent Who Fought to Bring Him Down

‘Hold on to your seats. You’re in for the ride of your life with The Bespoke Hitman and Millar deviously pushing 
cops and robbers to the edge of their sanity in the chase of a life time.’  
Michael Lipkin, Noir Journal, USA

Sam Millar is a writer and playwright who lives in Belfast. He is the recipient of the 
prestigious Aisling Award for Art and Culture, the Martin Healy Short Story Award, 
the Brian Moore Award for Short Stories, and winner of the Cork Literary Review 
Writer’s Competition. He has had work performed by the BBC, and published in 
over thirty literary journals worldwide, and is the author of numerous crime novels 
and an autobiography. Jennifer Johnston praised his writing for its ‘fluency and 
courage of language’.



CRIME

‘A tour de force. Imagine a collaboration between Anne Tyler and A. M. Homes. Yes, that good. This is great 
writing.’ Ken Bruen

‘a strong procedural with strong characters…resonates long after the book is put away’  
Irish Examiner

‘a striking serving of crime fiction...a dramatic family tale wrapped in a gritty police murder investigation’ 
lovereading.co.uk 

‘a cracking, serpentine plot and a strong central character’ crimefictionlover.com

‘intense, vivid descriptions...a disturbing, unsettling, dynamic, and intensely hard-
hitting read; once you start, you really won’t be able to stop’ lovereading.co.uk

‘Murphy’s descriptive talent shines through … not for the faint hearted’  
Sunday Business Post



Alice Taylor lives in the village of Innishannon in County Cork, in a house attached to 
the local post office. To School Through the Fields was published in May 1988 and quickly 
became the biggest selling book ever published in Ireland and was followed by several 
other memoirs. In 1997 her first novel, The Woman of the House, was an immediate 
bestseller in Ireland, topping the paperback fiction lists for many weeks, followed by two 
best-selling sequels.  One of Ireland’s most popular authors, she has continued writing 
fiction, non-fiction and poetry since. Recent years have seen publication of a new series of 
books exploring Alice’s feelings on village life, friendships, and loss. 

Ireland’s Most Beloved Writer

Alice Taylor
‘a favourite down the years, Alice Taylor guides us through 
the steps and ways to live a conscious life and focus on the 
goodness of the world around us’ Belfast Telegraph

‘she has become one of our best loved writers... encourages 
us all to treasure what we have’  
RTE1’s Today Show

‘in these pages, we see Taylor’s remarkable gift of elevating the 
ordinary to something special, something poetic, even…a thing 
of gentle beauty’ Irish Independent

‘a book that will grip you by the heart’  
U magazine

‘warmed my heart and reminded me of the value of family, friendship and 
community...wonderful... every aspect of the book appealed’  
Irish Independent

‘as if she just writes down on the page what she was feeling, you don’t get any sense that 
there is any filter between you and the writer...a warm personal story’  
Arena, RTE Radio 1



Hair-Raising Vet Adventures

The third instalment in the popular series - for fans of James Herriot
With the imminent arrival of her third child, veterinary surgeon, Gillian Hick, decides to abandon the perils 
of mixed animal practice, in a favour of setting up a small animal practice from home. When neighbouring 
farmer, John Armstrong, drops in for a cup of tea and stays to build the new veterinary clinic, the dream 
becomes a reality.

From hatching goslings on a moonlit night, to late night calls to celebrity donkeys; 
from delivering new-borns, to assisting in the final farewells of much-loved patients, 
the circle of life continues as Gillian struggles to hang on to, not only her sense of 
humour, but also the last remaining threads of her sanity!

272pp / World rights, all languages / Rights sold: Czech

PRAISE FOR GILLIAN HICK:

‘This book is just hilarious...in the James Herriot mould’ Countryman

‘An enjoyable light-hearted look behind the scenes at the world of veterinary 
medicine...sure to please.’ Irish World

‘Lively sense of humour, and a pleasant, easy-going writing style. Animal lovers will be 
well-pleased with her pacy anecdotes’ Irish Examiner

Gillian Hick was born in Dublin and has practised as a vet both in Dublin and in 
Wicklow for the many years. She also works for the Irish Blue Cross. She lives in Co. 
Wicklow, where she has her own practice, with her husband, three children, and a 
large assortment of four-legged companions.



From Al Capone’s brother, who hunted down illegal distillers, to flaming 
camels of war and living turkey parachutes, and from crazy assassination 
attempts to the doctor who in 1921 performed an appendectomy - on 
himself. Fierce History is a collection of bizarre, grotesque and unexpected 
episodes from history, ancient and modern, from all over the world.

320pp / World rights, all languages

Colin Murphy is the author of The Most Famous Irish People You’ve Never Heard 
Of and co-author of the bestselling ‘Feckin’ collection (The O’Brien Press), 
which includes The Feckin’ Book of Irish History and Who’s Feckin’ Who in Irish 
History.  His début historical novel Boycott (Brandon) was published in 2012 
to great acclaim.

COLIN  C.  MURPHY 
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O’BRIEN

Napoleon’s sex-mad sister,  
an army of bearded children,  

spy cats and flaming war camels,  
a beer flood and a molasses explosion,  

opiates for kids and self-appendectomies.

A journey through the back pages of history,  

exploring inexplicable contraptions  

and remarkable misadventures; 

 weird ways to die and amazing escapes from death;  

deviant popes, insane kings and surprising siblings; 

 ingenious devices and deeply stupid ideas.

Radioactive water, anyone?

Monstrous,  
outrageous,  

bizarre,  
unbelievable,  

grotesque

 … but true!

Fierce History: PPC: 125 x 202; hinge 8; spine 26; wrap 20 RIGHTSCOVER

Front cover image courtesy of Alamy

Popular History

Bold, Brilliant & Bad draws together the stories of over 120 amazing Irish 
women. Following her highly acclaimed book Wild Irish Women in 2001, 
Marian Broderick is back to explore the histories of remarkable Irish Women 
in history. From creative craftswomen to singing sensations, poets to sporting 
champions.  From Lilian Bland to Maeve Binchy and from Anne O’Brien to 
Professor Sheila Tinney, these women paved the way for the future and made 
massive changes in their various fields.

304pp / World rights, all languages

‘The badasses may be in a minority in Marian Broderick’s delicious directory 
of 36 fascinating Irish women, Bold, Brilliant and Bad, but their stories tower’ 
Irish Times

Titanic’s story is one of all those bound together on that fateful voyage. On board 
were: writers, artists, honeymooners, sportsmen, priests, reverends, fashion 
designers, aristocrats, millionaires, children, crew and emigrants looking for a 
better life. This book commemorates that enduring legacy.

240pp / hardback / World rights, all languages / Right sold: US, Can

‘a valuable resource in the Titanic canon and a pleasure to go back to’ RTE Culture

Nicola Pierce moved from a background in bookselling and publishing to 
a flourishing career in writing and ghost-writing. Her first children’s novel, 
Spirit of the Titanic, published in 2011, reprinted five times in its first year. 
Since then, she has published a number of popular historical novels for 
children. 



Irish Heritage



A gritty graphic novel about Ireland’s Great Hunger. Jack and his 
family have been evicted by their landlord and given one way 
tickets to the USA. They refuse to leave Ireland, unknowingly 
placing themselves in grave peril. When Jack falls in with a rebel 
group, his father is killed and Jack and his family are left to fend for themselves 
in a Ireland during the famine in 1847.

This is one family’s story of Ireland’s great hunger told in powerful illustration and compelling 
words. This graphic novel brings the suffering and immediacy of the Irish Famine. This is accessible, 
informative and insightful history at its best.

96pp / World rights, all languages

‘The novel is rooted in the traditions of comic books, and its art is impressive. The 
drawings, often cinematic, juxtapose indigence and death with the desolate beauty of the 
Irish landscape’ Irish Times

Damien Goodfellow is an artist and writer and lives in Galway. 
Damien’s first graphic novel, Brian Boru - Ireland’s Warrior 
King, was published in 2011

The Great Hunger

2

America!!  Would you shut 

up ‘bout America.  There’s no 

America for us boy.

When are we going to 
America Da?  Everyone else is 

gone. 

All our neighbours have 

gone. 

They had to go.  Nothing for 

‘em ‘ere.  The work house maybe.  

If there was room.

Nothing here for us any more 

Da.  Grady wants rid of us off 

the land.

Well, Grady is gonna have a Hard 

time shifting me.

Ma wants to go.

94

... go and see this mighty city.  And we will eat like kings!
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